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Strong electric fields produce forces that can overcome the surface tension in thin liquid polymer films and in this
way induce an instability of the free surface of the film, that triggers the formation of structures on a micrometer
length scale. Here, we study experimentally a polymer-air-polymer system for several combinations of polymer films.
These results are accompanied by theoretical considerations based on coupled long-wave time evolution equations for
the two free surface profiles. The linear stability and nonlinear time evolution are investigated and compared to the
experimental findings. The prediction that the instability always evolves through a mirror mode that couples the two
surfaces in an anti-phase manner agrees well with the experimental results. The model describes well the linear (early
stage) evolution of the instability. In the non-linear (later stage) evolution, topographical differences in the instability
pattern occur if the mobilities of the two layers significantly differ and an unpredicted acceleration of growth is seen
in thinner less mobile films. Possible reasons for the mismatch are discussed.
1 Introduction
The understanding and control of the dynamics of struc-
turing processes of thin liquid films is a challenge in nan-
otechnological applications. In the absence of further in-
fluences, surface tension damps the capillary waves on
the free surface of such films that are excited by thermal
noise. However, the film surface and therefore an initially
flat film may be destabilized by the presence of additional
forces such as van der Waals forces for films of partially
wetting or nonwetting apolar liquids1,2, Marangoni forces
due to heating from below3,4 or an electric pressure ex-
erted on a dielectric liquid in a capacitor5–7. When such
a destabilizing force is present a band of wavenumbers in
the capillary wave spectrum may be destabilized and a
fastest growing mode will be selected8,9. The existence
of the instability of the free surface of the film, its fastest
growing wavelength and corresponding growth rate can
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be predicted by a linear stability analysis, e.g., of a long-
wave hydrodynamic model10,11. In general, the disper-
sion relation β(k), i.e. the dependence of the growth rate
β on the wavenumber k determines the temporal evo-
lution of all modes, with positive (negative) values of
β corresponding to an amplification (damping) of the
mode10,12,13. This approach is used to predict the typical
structure length evolving in the instability of a polymer-
air interface when van der Waals forces2,14–16 and/or an
electric field gradient are present6,17–21.
When the surface of a thin polymer film is destabilized
through the action of external electric field gradients, a
process of self-organisation and pattern formation is trig-
gered5,6,17–20. In a typical experimental setup in a one
layer geometry (see Fig. 1a), a thin glassy polymer film is
placed in a capacitor and subsequently brought above its
glass transition temperature. Then the high electric fields
generate interfacial pressures that are strong enough to
destabilize the film of liquid polymer by overcoming sur-
face tension. The amplitude of the selected linear mode
grows first exponentially, then nonlinear effects set in and
the growth continues until the maxima of film elevations
touch the other conducting substrate. In this way an
array of liquid columns is formed that connect the two
substrates. The nonlinear growth process and potentially
also the electrostatic repulsion between the columns may
lead to their arrangement in lattices with different sym-
metries (square, hexagonal). Their geometry, however,
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does not always remain the same over the entire area
of the probe, a coexistence of different patterns is some-
times observed 6,17,18. The packing order of the columns
is controlled by the film thickness, and an almost perfect
hexagonal distribution is observed for a specific ratio of
the film thickness with respect to the air gap 17,22.
We have explained that the destabilization of a simple
polymer-air interface by an electric field (Fig. 1a) leads to
pattern formation. However, if one replaces the air layer
by a second liquid, as in the example of the polymer-
polymer system sketched in Fig. 1b, one observes a re-
duction of the length scale of the instability induced by
the electric field due to a reduction in the interfacial ten-
sion 7,21,23–25. The dynamics change as well, as the mo-
bilities of the two layers interact in the evolution of the
instability21. If one adds a third layer to the set-up, by in-
troducing an air layer above the polymer-polymer bilayer
(see Fig. 1c)26–30, the behaviour of the system becomes
richer. For certain parameter values it allows for a se-
quential growth of the electrohydrodynamic instabilities
of the two interfaces leading to the formation of patterns
with two independent length scales. The primary struc-
ture size is about 10 times larger than the widths of the
structures formed by the secondary instability31. The-
oretical investigations for the type of two-layer systems
sketched in Fig. 1c exist for the case of dewetting without
electrical fields26–28,32, and for the case of a destabilizing
electric field33.
The present paper describes an experimental and the-
oretical investigation into the destabilization and struc-
turing process of the interfaces in a new configuration
with two liquid layers and two free liquid-gas interfaces.
We consider the polymer-air-polymer system sketched in
Fig. 1d where two polymer films of thickness h1 and h2
are situated on two opposite solid substrates and are sep-
arated by an air layer. The two substrates are situated at
a distance d and a potential U is applied between them.
Recently, Srivastava et al.34 presented a theoretical in-
vestigation of this geometry showing that it may be used
to obtain ordered microstructures, i.e., it can be used to
create periodic patterns on a large surface area. Their
numerical simulations reveal that independently of the
starting configuration mode, i.e. either in-phase bending
(here, called a “zig-zag” mode) or anti-phase squeezing
(here, referred to as a “mirror mode”, sometimes also
called a “varicose mode” 27), the interfaces will always
deform in an “antiphase squeezing mode”. They showed
that, although, a change in transport coefficients may
occur as the viscosities alter the pathway of evolution,
the final topography of the surfaces is controlled by the
equilibrium thermodynamics of the system, i.e., by the
underlying energy functional [32]. Thus, when there are
large differences in viscosity between the two films, in
the initial stages of evolution, the height of the features
differ. Towards the final stages, the heights characteris-
ing the surface topographies become similar. For differ-
ent surface energies, the final topographies revealed taller
(shorter) columns in the films with less (more) surface
energy. Based, on their 3D simulations they observed
that for identical films the growing columns meet exactly
at the middle of the air gap 34. No experimental in-
vestigation of the polymer-air-polymer system has been
presented to date.
In the present study we experimentally investigate such
a polymer-air-polymer system for different film thick-
nesses, permittivities, viscosities and separations between
the layers, and analyse characteristics including the typ-
ical instability wavelength and evolving surface topogra-
phy. A theoretical model is proposed to explain the ex-
perimental findings. In contrast to the results obtained
for the polymer-polymer-air system26–30 it is not possi-
ble to induce different instabilities in the two respective
films by the electric field as in the present experimental
conditions the two polymer layers are not mechanically
connected. Instead, it is analytically predicted that a
coupled mode will dominate, leading to mirrored features,
which is in good agreement with the experimental results
presented here. Our prediction for the wavelength of the
instability is also shown to be in good agreement with
experimental observations. The topography of the two
layers is experimentally seen to differ depending on the
mechanical properties (viscosity or film thickness ratio) of
the two layers. Although the model predicts well the lin-
ear and nonlinear behaviour for some of the experimental
parameters, it is less successful in other cases. In partic-
ular, the nonlinear stage in the case of a large contrast in
the mobilities of the two layers results in differences be-
tween the topographies of the model predictions and the
experimental observations. In the late stage, the growth
of the air-polymer interface structures on the less mobile
thinner of the two films becomes faster than theoretically
predicted. We argue that this effect may be linked to the
dependence of polymer film viscosity on film thickness.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
our experimental methods, whereas section 3 introduces
the long-wave model for the polymer-air-polymer system
and its linear analysis. Subsequently, section 4 presents
and relates theoretical and experimental results focusing
on various practically important aspects of the evolution
of the instability triggered by the electric field such as
the wavelength and growth of the evolving surface mod-
ulations, the mirroring of surface structures of the two
liquid air interfaces, and the resulting topography of the
thin films. The different behaviour of the system that is
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Fig. 1 Sketch of typical two-dimensional configurations for experiments with polymer layers in capacitors: (a) polymer-air
system6,17–20, (b) polymer-polymer system7,21,23–25, (c) polymer-polymer-air system26–30, and (d) the polymer-air-polymer
geometry used here where the two polymer layers are energetically but not mechanically coupled. The local thicknesses of the
layers are hj with j = 1, 2; d is the separation between the capacitor plates, ǫj , and ηj are the dielectric constants and the
viscosities of the two polymers respectively.
observed depending on the various control parameters is
discussed and explained throughout section 4. Section 5
presents conclusions, provides comparisons with the lit-
erature and gives an outlook on future research.
2 Materials and methods
The polymers used in the experiments were polystyrene
(PS) with an average molecular weight of Mw =
10, 30, 100, and 150 kg mol−1 with polydispersity index
PDI ≤ 1.04 and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
with Mw = 10, and 100 kg mol
−1 with PDI ≤ 1.05 pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich. For simplicity we use abbre-
viations that include the molecular weight. For example,
polystyrene with Mw = 10 kg mol
−1 is denoted “PS 10”.
Si wafers with a resistivity of 2− 3 Ω cm−1 were
cleaned in a jet of CO2 ice crystals, and used as substrates
on which thin polymer films of different thicknesses were
spin coated from a solution of 2-3% polymer in toluene.
For good electrical contact 5 nm Cr and 40 nm Au films
were deposited on the backside of the wafers prior to spin
coating. The experiments were performed in a convec-
tion oven at 170 ◦C using the polymer-air-polymer con-
figuration as shown in Fig. 1d with Si microspheres of
1 µm diameter acting as spacers. A voltage U = 50 V
dc was used to perturb the air/polymer interfaces. The
films were used as cast and they were not annealed prior
to destabilisation. During the experiments the current
through the capacitor was monitored. After a transient
period during initial heating, a small constant current
was observed (1− 60 mA). If significantly large changes
in the current or short-circuits occurred, the sample was
disregarded.
After time periods varying from 15 minutes to hours
the perturbed thin polymer films were immobilized by
quenching them to room temperature in the presence
of the electric field. The two electrodes were mechani-
cally separated and their surface topography was investi-
gated by optical microscopy and atomic force microscopy
(AFM). The AFM images were obtained employing non-
contact or tapping mode. To characterize the surface
topography the roughness (root mean square average of
height deviations) was calculated using
R =
√∑
i (δhi)
2
N
, (1)
where δhi is the local deviation of film height from the
average value and N is the number of points where the
height is measured (see the caption of Fig. 12). The wave-
length of the evolving surface instability was calculated
using a Fourier transform and it was found to be con-
stant within the experimental error (≈10%) across the
films. The viscosity ratios are calculated using the bulk
viscosities that are obtained for each polymer using the
WLF model35 and the constants c1 and c2
36,37.
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3 Theory
3.1 Modelling
To describe the polymer-air-polymer system sketched
in Fig. 1d, equations that describe the profile evolu-
tion of the two liquid-air interfaces are derived from
the Navier-Stokes equations following standard long-wave
methods10–12 as previously applied to liquid-liquid-gas
layers11,26–28,32.
For sufficiently viscous and thin liquid layers, the dy-
namics are slow and inertia is negligible as compared to
viscous stress, i.e., the thin film dynamics corresponds
to a small-Reynolds number flow. The viscous stress is
high due to the large viscosity of the polymers and the
hydrodynamic no-slip condition that is used at the sub-
strate. The resulting creeping flow corresponds to a qua-
sistatic balance between viscous and external forces. As-
suming the ratio of vertical to horizontal length scales to
be small, one may apply a long-wave approximation, and
derive coupled thin film evolution (or lubrication) equa-
tions that govern the dynamics of the two liquid layers.
In general, two polymer layers might be coupled mechan-
ically and energetically. Both couplings act if the two
layers are in direct mechanical contact as is the case in
the liquid-liquid-air geometry (Fig. 1c)27. Here, however,
the two polymer layers of the polymer-air-polymer system
are separated by an air gap, i.e. they are not in direct me-
chanical contact and the coupling between them is purely
energetic. For the experimental parameters used here,
the energetic coupling only results from the electric field
contribution fel to the local free energy of the system,
i.e. deformations of one layer change the electrical field
in the gap that in turn influences the other layer. Van
der Waals interactions are neglected as their contribution
to the energy is very small for the layer thicknesses em-
ployed6,17. For isothermal films, the evolution equations
for the two film thicknesses, h1(x, y, t) and h2(x, y, t), are
given by
∂thj = −∇ ·
[
h3j
3ηj
∇ (σj∆hj − ∂hjfel)
]
. (2)
where j = 1, 2, and ηj and σj are the bulk viscosity
and the surface tension of polymer layer j respectively.
The energy fel will be discussed below. To bring the
system into a non-dimensional form one introduces non-
dimensional variables (with tildes)
hj = dh˜j , x = d
√
d
λel
x˜, t = τ t˜,
fel = κelf˜el, ǫj = ǫaǫ˜j ,
with the scales
κel = ǫ0ǫa
U2
d
, λel = ǫ0ǫa
U2
σ1
, τ =
3η1
λ2elσ1
d3. (3)
The resulting non-dimensional time evolution equa-
tions are
∂t˜h˜1 = −∇˜ ·
[
h˜31∇˜
(
∆˜h˜1 − ∂h˜1 f˜el
)]
(4a)
∂t˜h˜2 = −∇˜ ·
[
h˜32
η
∇˜
(
σ∆˜h˜2 − ∂h˜2 f˜el
)]
(4b)
where the non-dimensional energy f˜el is
f˜el(h˜1, h˜2) = −
[
1 + h˜1
(
1
ǫ˜1
− 1
)
+ h˜2
(
1
ǫ˜2
− 1
)]−1
.
Here ǫ˜j is the permittivity of polymer j relative to air,
σ =
σ2
σ1
and η =
η2
η1
(5)
are the ratios of surface tensions and bulk viscosities,
respectively. The time integration of this system of
equations is performed using an exponential propagation
scheme38 which may reliably be applied to thin film equa-
tions39,40. The non-dimensional system can formally be
written as
∂t˜h˜j = Fj(h˜1, h˜2). (6)
The linear stability of the steady films of constant thick-
nesses h˜j = H˜j is determined by a spectral analysis of the
Jacobian matrix Jk˜ of F . Since the problem is invariant
under the planar Euclidian symmetry group, the linear
system of equations can be solved independently for each
Fourier mode, the general solution being the sum of all
the modes. In other words, Eqs. (6) may be studied using
the ansatz
h˜j(r˜, k˜) = H˜j + ξχj exp
(
βt˜+ ik˜ · r˜
)
Each Fourier mode then obeys the eigenvalue equation
β(k˜)χ = J k˜ ·χ. Its solution gives the dispersion rela-
tion β(k˜), and the eigenvector χ with components χj
with j = 1, 2. With the proper normalisation, one may
write the eigenvector as χ = (1, χ) where χ represents
the amplitude ratio of the perturbations of the polymer
layer one and two. The sign of χ determines whether the
eigenmode is a mirror mode (+) or a zig-zag mode (−).
In the following, we focus on the non-dimensional system
Eqs. (4) and drop the tildes.
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3.2 Stability analysis
3.2.1 Jacobian
To study the linear stability with respect to each
Fourier mode k we consider the Jacobian
Jk = k
2Q ·E
where the mobility matrix is
Q = H31
[
1 0
0 m
]
and
m =
m2
m1
=
η1h
3
2
η2h31
(7)
is the mobility ratio of fluid 2 to fluid 1 with mj = h
3
j/ηj .
One also has the energy matrix in Fourier space
E = −E0 − k2
[
1 0
0 σ
]
with
E0 =
[
f11 f12
f21 f22
]
where
fij = ∂hi∂hjfel = 2
(
1
ǫi
− 1
)(
1
ǫj
− 1
)
f3el.
As a result,
Jk = −H31k2
[
1 0
0 m
]
·
(
E0 + k
2
[
1 0
0 σ
])
. (8)
Note, that as a consequence of the Euclidian plane invari-
ance, the Jacobian is independent of the direction of the
wavevector. Eq. (8) is used to determine the eigenvalues
(growth rates β) and the eigenvectors (amplitude ratio
χ).
3.2.2 Physical interpretation In order to better
understand the physical meaning of the stability analysis,
we focus on the particular case of two fluids with identical
surface tensions and mobilities, namely [cf. Eqs. (5) and
(7)]
σ = m = 1.
Under this assumption Eq. (8) becomes
Jk = H
3
1k
2
(−E0 − k2Id)
where Id is the 2×2 identity matrix. The terms in paren-
theses are the linear contributions of the electric and
Laplace pressure terms respectively. Obviously, the sta-
bilizing Laplace pressure has the negative double eigen-
value −k2. The fact that the eigenvalue is double is a
consequence of the assumption of identical fluid proper-
ties. The electric pressure is the only destabilizing influ-
ence and so one expects that there is at least one positive
eigenvalue of −E0. The computation of its eigenvalues β
and the corresponding amplitude ratio χ gives
β+ = k
2
c and χ+ =
1
α
β0 = 0 and χ0 = −α
with
k2c = − tr(E0) ≥ 0
and α =
1
ǫ1
− 1
1
ǫ2
− 1 > 0.
Note that from this definition of α
ǫ1 > ǫ2 ⇔ α > 1.
These results may be understood by noting that the elec-
tric pressure becomes larger when the distance between
the two liquid films decreases. Thus, the positive eigen-
value β+ corresponds to the mirror mode (α > 0). The
presence of the zero eigenvalue is noteworthy but it may
be explained in a similar way. If one increases the height
of the flat film 1 by one unit and one decreases the thick-
ness of film 2 by the factor α then the electric pressure is
the same as for the unperturbed film. Indeed, that is a
consequence of the following invariance property of fel
fel(h1, h2) = fel (h1 + u, h2 − αu) (9)
where u is a perturbation. This property remains valid
under differentiation, and so the matrix E0 also has it.
Therefore, the zig-zag mode (1,−α) corresponds to the
invariant direction, in other words, to the zero eigenvalue.
This is the main difference between the present system
and the two-layer systems studied in26–28 where no such
invariance property exists. In fact, the invariance directly
results from the lack of a mechanical coupling between
the two layers in our case (see section 3.1).
Next, we deduce the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of J.
If P is a matrix of the normalized eigenvectors of E0 then
J = PH31k
2
[
k2c − k2 0
0 −k2
]
P−1
Then, the eigenvectors of J are identical to the ones of
E0 and
β+(J) = H
3
1k
2
(
k2c − k2
)
and χ+ =
1
α
β−(J) = −H31k4 and χ− = −α
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Fig. 2 Examples of growth rate β± for two systems (a)
PS100-PS100 and (b) PMMA100-PS100. In both cases β+,
corresponding to the mirror mode, is unstable and grows in
time for wavenumbers below kc or k/kc below 1. The
rescaled wavenumber kmax/kc that corresponds to the
maximum of β+ dominates the features in the profiles (a and
b). The vertical dash-dotted line in (b) indicates where the
band of weakly unstable wavenumbers starts (Eq. (14)).
Note, that the factors χ are entirely determined by α, i.e.
by the dielectric properties. Moreover, the zig-zag mode
is always stable. This is easy to understand knowing that
the Laplace pressure stabilizes the film and the electric
pressure for this mode is neutral due to the invariance
property of Eq. (9). For the mirror mode the dispersion
relation is that of the one-layer problem with the critical
wave number given by
kc =
√
− tr(E0). (10)
Note, in particular that the maximal growth rate βmax is
obtained for
kmax =
kc√
2
(11)
and
βmax =
1
4
H31
√
− tr(E0)
The above results are reminiscent of the one-layer prob-
lem where tr(E0) is related to the second derivative of
the free energy 17,21. Here, however, E0 depends on both
film thicknesses.
In the general case, where the condition m = σ = 1
is relaxed, one cannot deduce the eigenvectors of J from
those of E0. The dispersion relation of each mode for
the specific experimental cases where m = 0.130 and
m = 0.012 are presented in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, respec-
tively. More results are given in appendix A. Mirror and
zig-zag modes are still found with the zig-zag mode being
unconditionally stable while the mirror mode is unstable
for 0 < k ≤ kc where the critical wavenumber kc obeys
Eq. (10) independent of the viscosity of the fluids. In
addition to the dependence on the dielectric properties
α, the most unstable wavenumber for the mirror mode
(and the corresponding χ) also depends on the mobility
ratio m, and surface tension ratio σ. This implies that
the ratio of the growing roughnesses of the two interfaces
(equivalent to the ratio of the growing amplitudes of the
mode with the fastest growing wavenumber) and the spa-
tial patterns depend on m, σ, and α, but not on the ca-
pacitor properties U and d. The conclusion is that m, σ,
and α determine the qualitative properties in the linear
growth regime, while the other parameters, in particular,
U and d only enter length and time scales.
3.2.3 Limiting cases m ≪ 1 and m ≫ 1 In the
experiment, the mobility ratio m may differ significantly
from one. Next, we study the limiting case where m≪ 1.
For m = 0 film 2 remains flat and one finds that
k0max =
kc√
2
√
σα2
σα2 + 1
<
kc√
2
, (12a)
β0max =
1
4
H31k
4
c
(
σα2
σα2 + 1
)2
, (12b)
χ0max = 0. (12c)
where the superscript “0” indicates that m = 0.
A first order approximation of χmax for small m ≪ 1
is
χmax(m) =
2m
α
+O(m2) (13)
It is noteworthy that, to a first order approximation, the
amplitude ratio does not depend on the relative surface
tension σ.
For m = 0, the complete dispersion relation of the
unstable mode becomes
β0+(k) = H
3
1k
2
{ (
σα2
σα2+1
)
k2c − k2 if k < ζkc
0 if ζkc ≤ k ≤ kc
with
ζ =
√
σα2
σα2 + 1
(14)
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Fig. 3 Schematic of polymer-air-polymer system together
with optical micrographs showing the structures formed by
one of the polymer layers. The polymer film thicknesses are
h1 = 322 nm and h2 = 163 nm and Mw = 100 kg/mol. The
angle between capacitor plates is strongly exaggerated for
illustration purposes.
i.e. for k < ζkc, the dispersion relation is a 4
th degree
polynomial reminiscent of the one for the single layer
system. However, the growth rate is near zero in the
adjacent band of wavenumbers ζkc < k < kc. In con-
sequence, at small m the latter band becomes a weakly
unstable band with growth rates that are much smaller
than the ones for k < ζkc. In practice this means that
patterns with wavenumbers ζkc < k < kc will nearly
not develop. This might result in more regular patterns
because some shorter wavelengths do not appear. This
suppression of large unstable wavenumbers can be seen
clearly in the dispersion relation in Fig. 2b.
The limiting case m≫ 1 is closely related to the limit
m ≪ 1, as only the roles of the two liquid layers are
exchanged. This implies that the relations given above
for the m≪ 1 case directly apply if one replaces α and σ
by 1/α and 1/σ, respectively. In general, for any m > 1
one can map the system onto a system with m < 1 by
reversing the role of the two individual layers.
4 Results
4.1 Influence of variation in gap width
Experimentally, different stages in the development of a
polymer film instability are simultaneously observed in
a given polymer-air-polymer experiment. The two elec-
trode plates are never perfectly parallel, but are inclined
with respect to each other by a small angle (see upper
part of Fig. 3). In consequence, there exists a gradual
spatial change in the electric field between the electrodes
that leads to a gradual spatial change in the local growth
rate of the instability. According to the scaling (Eq. (3)
and appendix A), the variation δd in the gap width d does
not influence the amplitude ratio χ, but rather the max-
imal growth rate βmax and the wavenumber kmax. Their
relative variations are given by
δβmax
βmax
= 2
δkmax
kmax
= − 6
d+ h1(
1
ǫ˜1
+ 1) + h2(
1
ǫ˜2
+ 1)
δd.
(15)
The relative variation of βmax is twice that of kmax. Both
increase linearly when the plates get closer. Note how-
ever, that the linear increase in βmax actually corresponds
to a linear increase in the rate of exponential growth, i.e.,
it will result in an exponential variation δaj of the am-
plitude aj of the observed pattern in the film j:
δaj
aj
= eδβt − 1
For a particular time t, the change in structure height
in the direction of decreasing gap width is qualitatively
similar to the observed change in time for ideally paral-
lel plates. However, if the exact slope of the gap is not
known, it is impossible to deduce the growth rate βmax
from the observation of the gradual spatial change. The
lower part of Fig. 3 shows a typical example of the effect
of this wedge geometry in an optical microscopy image of
one layer from a PS100-PS100 system (m = 0.130, α = 1,
σ = 1, η = 1, h1 = 322 nm, h2 = 163 nm). The sketch in
the upper part of Fig. 3 illustrates the spatial variation of
the growth of the instability that results from the small
angle between the plates. At the centre of the sample
where the plate separation is large and the electric field
is low (Fig. 3, Region 1), an early stage labyrinthine sur-
face topography is observed. The gap decreases towards
the right edge of the sample (Fig. 3, Region 2), giving
rise to an increased electric field. This results in more
developed column-like structures. In Region 3 of Fig. 3
the structures from both films are in contact marking the
final stage of development. The white spots correspond
to column structures that had been in contact and were
removed from the imaged film when the two capacitor
plates were mechanically separated for analysis.
4.2 Mirror mode
The evolution of the instability in the two films can be
numerically simulated using Eqs. (4). Random small sur-
face corrugations (due to thermal noise) are added to the
flat film profiles to initialize the instability in the sim-
ulations. Note, however, that no further noise is added
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Fig. 4 (a) Snapshots of 2d slices from 3d simulations for different times of the pattern evolution of (a) PS100-PS100
(m = 0.130, η = 1, α = 1) and (b) PS100-PMMA100 (m = 0.012, η = 34, α = 0.83). The profiles of the two PS100 layers in
(a) with thicknesses h1 = 322 nm (bottom) and h2 = 163 nm (top) are given for times 0 s, 128 s, 135 s, and 141 s. The
substrate separation was d = 1016 nm. The profiles of PS100 (h1 = 170 nm; bottom film) and PMMA100 (h2 = 124 nm; top
film) in (b) are given for times 0 s, 875 s, 971 s, and 978 s. The substrate separation was d = 870 nm.
throughout the simulation. In agreement with the linear
analysis, we find that only the mirror mode develops and
a zig-zag mode is not observed. Figure 4 presents snap-
shots of two-dimensional slices through the films that are
made at different times as the instability evolves, whereas
Figure 5 gives such snapshots of the full surface topog-
raphy. Finally, Figure 6 shows the surface topography
at the final stage, i.e., when features of both films touch
each other for the first time.
When the polymers in the two layers in a polymer-
air-polymer experiment have the same molecular weight
(e.g. PS100-PS100) and therefore the same bulk viscosity,
but differing film thicknesses (m = 0.130), as shown in
Fig. 7a, the surface patterns of the two layers form mirror
images. This mirroring of the surface topography is also
seen when the mobility ratio m is increased (m = 0.260)
and different polymer pairings (α = 1.20) are used as in
the case of PMMA10-PS150 shown in Fig. 8a. Due to
the slight angle between the electrodes (see section 4.1),
different stages of film evolution are observed on a single
sample. Nevertheless, taking relative feature height as a
distinguishing factor, the two surface profiles are clearly
seen to mirror each other. As predicted by the theoretical
model the observed modes are mirror modes and no zig-
zag mode is observed for the various parameter sets (m
and α) used in the experiments. Decreasing m also leads
to mirroring as discussed in section 4.4.
4.3 Wavelength of instability modes
The dispersion relation for the polymer-air-polymer sys-
tem (derived in the appendix, see Eq. 19) is plotted in
Figs. 2a and 2b for our experimentally used PS100-PS100
and PS100-PMMA100 systems, respectively. Note that
the mirror (β+) and zig-zag (β−) modes are exponen-
tially amplified (continuous lines), and damped (dashed
line), respectively. The mirror mode is unstable in the
wavenumber range [0, kc] with kc given in the appendix
by Eq. (21).
The maximum of the growth rate of the mirror mode
corresponds to the fastest growing mode, and the corre-
sponding wavenumber is expected to dominate the film
pattern. The scaled wavenumber kmax of the fastest
growing mode can be extracted by numerically solving
Eq. (22) (appendix) and considering the real solutions
with k > 0. The value of α is estimated to lie for com-
mon polymers within the interval [0.6, 1.6]. In Fig. 9a,
the scaled wavelength λmax = kc/kmax is plotted for three
values of α, and 0 ≤ m ≤ 1. In all cases σ ≃ 1 is assumed.
A single unstable mode is found to dominate the system
over this range.
In all experiments, one observes a mirror mode with
a clearly dominant wavelength that is constant (within
experimental error ≤ 10%) over square areas with side
lengths 100 µm ≤ L ≤ 600 µm. This is partly due to the
fact that the pattern wavelength is much less sensitive to
variations in the gap width than the amplitude of the pat-
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(a) PS100, t = 874 s (b) PMMA100, t = 874 s
(c) PS100, t = 971 s (d) PMMA100, t = 971 s
(e) PS100, t = 978 s (f) PMMA100, t = 978 s
Fig. 5 Snapshots of the evolving topography of the
PS100-PMMA100 system obtained via time simulation (see
caption of Fig. 4b).
(a) PS100, h1 = 322 nm (b) PS100, h2 = 163 nm
(c) PS100 (d) PMMA100
Fig. 6 Simulated surface topography at the time of first
contact between the films PS100-PS100 (a) and (b), and
PS100-PMMA100 (c) and (d) (see caption of Fig. 4).
terns41 (see section 4.1). To compare the experimental
results with the theoretically obtained wavelength λmax,
we rescale the measured experimental wavelengths λexp
from studies in which the gap width d can be estimated
by
λ = (λexpλ
1
2
elkc)/d
3
2 (16)
using the scales Eq. 3 and kc given by Eq. (21).
To calculate λ it is necessary to know the gap width d
between the plates. An experimental approach is used to
estimate it. By measuring the feature heights in regions
that are fully developed and almost in contact (transition
area between region 2 and region 3 in Fig. 3), one can esti-
mate d as being at least equal to the sum of these heights
of the two films (d = h1s + h2s , Fig. 9a). In fact, this is
an underestimate since there will always be a thin resid-
ual layer underneath the columnar structures, i.e., the
real plate separation is slightly larger than the estimated
one. Nevertheless, the scaled experimental wavelengths
match the corresponding theoretical predictions within
experimental uncertainty (Fig. 9a).
An overestimate forms a second bound by assuming
that the structures develop on top of the initial film thick-
ness hj . The resulting estimate is d = h1s+h2s+h1+h2.
For each of the two obtained values for d, the corre-
sponding wavelength is calculated employing Eq. (16). In
Fig. 9b both, the underestimates and overestimates of λ
are presented. They clearly bracket the theoretical curve
λmax = kc/kmax with λ based on d = h1s+h2s being clos-
est. Thus, using exact measurements of the gap width,
the theoretical model should correctly predict the exper-
imentally observed wavelength. To test this further, we
measure the wavelengths in additional experiments (not
presented), and extract the gap width in 9 additional
cases by fitting λ to λmax (Fig. 9a). The gap width is
found to lie between 460 nm and 930 nm, an acceptable
range for a wedge-shaped gap that is created by 1 µm
spherical spacers that separate the substrates on a lat-
eral length scale in the millimetre range.
As shown in Fig. 9, the wavelength of the instability
λmax = kc/kmax depends on the mobility ratio m, and
thus for fixed film thicknesses on the ratio of viscosities.
Note that we use the bulk viscosity values in the calcu-
lation of λmax. Recently, a reduction of the viscosity in
thin polymer films as compared to the bulk value has
been discussed for polymers of high molecular weight19.
The effect results from non-equilibrium conformations of
the chains in as-cast films, i.e., frozen-in in-plane stresses.
However, here such an effect does not seem to influence
the linear behaviour that selects the fastest wavelength as
our theoretical prediction of the wavelength agrees within
the error (≤ 10%) with the experimentally measured one.
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Fig. 7 AFM images of the surface topography and the mirror pattern formed in a polymer-air-polymer system caused by an
electric field induced instability for two polymer films with the same dielectric constant (PS-air-PS). A decrease in the
mobility ratio m leads to a change in surface topography. The geometrical shapes formed by white lines are used to emphasize
mirrored patterns. The inset in the lower right corner of the PS100 AFM image shows ≈ 3 to 10 nm lower height satellites (1
to 3 in number) surrounding ≈ 26 to 32 nm high drop-shaped structures. The threshold height limit in this inset is 20 nm.
Fig. 8 AFM images for the case where the two films have different dielectric constants (PS-air-PMMA). A decrease in m
leads to a change in surface topography similar to that observed in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 9 Scaled wavelength λmax = kc/kmax as a function of the mobility ratio m for the three experimentally studies values of
the permittivity parameter α. (a) Experimentally measured wavelength λ (symbols) scaled according to Eq. (16) and
uncertainties using an underestimate of the substrate separation d. (b) λ using an overestimate and underestimate (denoted
by the lower and higher errorbars) of the substrate separation. The theoretically expected λmax = kc/kmax as a function of m
for indicated values of α are shown as lines.
Theoretical and measured values also agree within exper-
imental error independently of the used Mw of the poly-
mers, and there is no systematic shift with Mw in the
observed differences. However, such an effect might be
visible in the nonlinear behaviour when the film thickness
becomes locally much thinner than the original height of
the initial flat films.
4.4 Topography
The final stage of the simulated evolution is reached when
features in the top and bottom films touch for the first
time. Corresponding profiles for the PMMA100-PS100
system (m = 0.012, α = 0.83, σ = 1) are presented
in Figs. 6c and d as top views. Inspection reveals a
mainly labyrinthine topography for both surfaces with
a few more column-like structures, e.g., in the lower right
corner of Figs. 6c, mirrored in the lower left corner of
Figs. 6d. Such a labyrinthine topography is seen for all
studied sets of experimental parameters (m, α and σ)
in the early simulation stages, i.e., when the behaviour
is mainly linear. Experimentally, we see such mirrored
labyrinthine topographies in all of the studied cases with
m larger than 0.1. Labyrinthine patterns are clearly vis-
ible for PS100-PS100 (m = 0.130, α = 1) in region 1 of
Fig. 3. At a more developed stage in Fig. 7a individual
drop-shaped protrusions (drops) start to dominate this
pattern in both films at the same time. The mirrored
labyrinthine topography is also visible in the PMMA10-
PS150 system (m = 0.260, α = 1.20) shown in Fig. 8a as
is also the transition to more developed drops.
However, the experimentally observed topography in
the two polymer layers is radically different when the
mobility ratio is decreased by using polymers with very
different viscosities. In Fig. 7b, we decrease the m value
to 0.026 by using PS10-PS100. Then, the higher mo-
bility film (PS10, h1 = hPS10 = 48 nm) exhibits struc-
tures of ≈ 80 nm amplitude that resemble the familiar
labyrinthine pattern even though the tendency towards a
pattern of drops is already developed. The lower mobil-
ity film (PS 100, h2 = hPS100 = 74 nm) exhibits isolated
drops of ≈ 30 nm amplitude. The patterns in the two
films still mirror each other, i.e., the locations of the max-
ima agree even if overall the film topographies look differ-
ent. A close inspection of the PS100 layer reveals that in
the vicinity of the higher drops there exist small satellite
droplets of ≈ 3 to 10 nm amplitude. They are clearly
visible in the inset to Fig. 7b that is created employing
a lower height threshold (see also Fig. S142). Indeed,
it is the combination of the drops and their satellites in
the PS100 film that corresponds to a mirror feature in
the PS10 film. The measured amplitude ratio, ≈ 0.04 to
0.13, between the satellite drops in the PS100 (≈ 3 to 10
nm) and the PS10 structure (≈ 80 nm) is consistent with
the amplitude ratio, ≈ 0.05, calculated using Eq. (13)
obtained from the linear analysis. This implies that the
linear theory predicts a structure height similar to that
of the satellite droplets in the PS100 film, but it does
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(a) PS10, t = 10572 s (b) PS100, t = 10572 s
(c) PS10, t = 14318 s (d) PS100, t = 14318 s
(e) PS10, t = 15255 s (f) PS100, t = 15255 s
(g) PS10, t = 15723 s (h) PS100, t = 15723 s
Fig. 10 Simulated topography evolution of the PS10-PS100
sample (see Fig. 7 for experimental details).
not predict the presence of the observed isolated drops of
much greater height. This suggests that the latter results
from the nonlinear stage of evolution. An inspection of
Fig. 10, however, shows that the corresponding nonlinear
simulation does not exhibit structures consisting of main
and satellite droplets. Therefore, it seems that some as-
pects of the nonlinear evolution are not captured by the
model.
The distinctive asymmetry in the topography of the
films and the mismatch between simulations and experi-
ment is also found using different polymers, e.g., for the
PS100-PMMA100 system (α = 0.83, m = 0.012) shown
in Figs. 4b, 5, 6c and 6d (simulation) and Fig. 8b (exper-
iment). Further analysis (Fig. S242) reveals that rims of
4 to 7 nm amplitude surround the higher isolated drops
in PMMA. Using the amplitude ratio predicted by linear
theory i.e. Eq. (13), features of ≈ 4 nm are expected.
The simulation does not show however the experimen-
tally observed stark difference between a labyrinth-type
pattern in one film and high isolated drops in the other
film. This reinforces the impression formed above that
the nonlinear description is incomplete. The discrepancy
becomes larger at a later stage of the evolution where one
actually finds the opposite ratio of feature heights in the
simulation as compared to the experiment: In the simula-
tion the PS100 film (h1 = hPS100 = 170 nm) shows much
larger feature heights of ≈ 640 nm compared with ≈ 38
nm for the PMMA100 film (h2 = hPMMA100 = 124 nm),
consistent with the linear result. The opposite trend is
found in the experiment where the feature heights in the
PS100 and PMMA100 layers are respectively ≈ 150 nm
and 570 nm.
To summarise, when the mobility ratiom is larger than
a threshold value mc that lies between 0.03 and 0.1, mir-
rored labyrinthine patterns (in different evolution stages)
are observed in the two films. We will refer to this as
a Type I behavior. When m is smaller than mc, the
lower mobility film exhibits isolated drops, with either
surrounding satellite droplets or rims of low height, while
the higher mobility film shows labyrinthine patterns re-
gardless of film thickness and α. We will refer to this as
Type II behavior. Note that in this paper the ordering of
films is selected to ensure m = m2/m1 ≤ 1, i.e., the film
with lowest mobility is always defined as film 2: If one
relaxes this constraint then by symmetry Type I behavior
will also occur for 1 ≤ m ≤ 1/mc and Type II behaviour
when m is greater than 1/mc.
We conclude that the mobility ratio m determines the
topography of the films and the type of behavior observed
in the evolution of the structure. The dielectric properties
of the film do not seem to affect their topography, both
types of behavior are equally observed for different values
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of α.
In addition to the evidence gathered from the inspec-
tion of the snapshots that led us to distinguish Type I and
II behaviour, the effect can be further quantified by an
analysis of the surface topographies. Fig. 11(a) and (c)
show the cumulative distributions of normalised heights
for two film thickness profiles for the PS100-PS100 and
PS10-PS100 system, respectively. The data in these fig-
ures are normalized to have a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of one. This allows comparison of the functional
form of the statistical distributions. Differences are in-
dicative of differing film topographies.
From Fig. 11a, it is clear that the functional forms of
the two PS100 layers (m = 0.130, η = 1) are in agree-
ment with each other, while in contrast for smaller m
(Fig. 11c) the functional forms of the PS10 and PS100
films (m = 0.026, η = 124) differ. This confirms quan-
titatively that the two films are similar for Type I be-
haviour and different for Type II behavior as qualitatively
discussed above for corresponding AFM images in Fig. 7.
In addition to the cumulative distributions obtained from
the experimental data, the figure gives the distributions
for the final stage of the corresponding simulations and
also a normal distribution for reference. One notes that
the functional forms for experiment and simulation agree
in the case of the PS100-PS100 system corroborating that
the model correctly predicts the surface topographies for
higher m ≈ 0.1. The distributions do, however, not agree
in the case of the PS10-PS100 system confirming the
above described difference between simulation and ex-
periment when m is less than some threshold value mc
somewhere between 0.03 and 0.1 (or equivalently greater
than 1/mc).
Type I and Type II behavior is also found from
the experimental data of the PMMA10-PS150 system
(m = 0.260, η = 21), and the PS100-PMMA100 sys-
tem (m = 0.012, η = 34), respectively, when analysing
the cumulative distribution of normalised heights (Fig. 8
and Fig. S342). The transition from Type I to Type II
behavior occurs as the mobility ratio m is decreased.
In all studied experiments the peaks in the patterns
are always mirrored and the corresponding columns come
into contact when they are fully developed even where
the surface topography is different in the two films. This
confirms the prediction of the linear analysis that the
instabilities in the two films are coupled and the system
exhibits only a mirror mode. At a later stage, the nonlin-
ear model predicts well the behaviour for mobility ratios
close to one (Type I), but fails to show important aspects
when m is much smaller (or larger) than one (Type II).
In particular, the simulations do not show the strongly
peaked rather isolated drop-shaped structures, although,
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Fig. 11 The cumulative distributions of the film thicknesses
for experiment and simulation in (a) PS100-PS100, and (c)
PS10-PS100 systems. The cumulative distributions have
been normalized such that their mean is zero and their
standard deviation allows one to directly compare the forms
of the distributions. The time dependence of the roughness
of each film as predicted by the 3d model is presented in (b)
for PS100-PS100, and (d) for PS10-PS100 systems.
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excluding these, linear stability analysis does predict the
ratio of feature heights experimentally observed in the
films. These issues are further investigated in the fol-
lowing sections and a discussion of possible reasons is
provided in the conclusion.
4.5 Growth rates
It has been shown theoretically that in the linear regime
the amplitude ratio of the dominant mode only depends
on the film parameters m, α, and σ. For the experiments
presented, linear analysis predicts (using Eq. (20)) that
the more mobile film has a greater instability amplitude.
The unstable growth of the film roughness (see Eq. (1)) in
time, obtained from simulations of the PS100-PS100 sys-
tem (different film thicknesses) and the PS10-PS100 sys-
tem (different film thicknesses and viscosities), is shown
in Figs. 11b and 11d, respectively. Excluding the start
of the simulations (where artificial noise is dominant)
the films of highest mobility PS100 (h1) in the PS100-
PS100 system (Fig. 11b) and PS10 in the PS10-PS100
system (Fig. 11d) are always the roughest. At all times,
the film of higher mobility therefore exhibits features of
larger amplitude, regardless of whether the higher mobil-
ity m1 = h
3
1/η1 is a result of greater thickness (PS100-
PS100) or lower viscosity (PS10-PS100). The ratio of
roughnesses remains constant in time after an initial tran-
sient. Further examples that confirm this trend are shown
in Figs. S3b and d42.
Although the topography of the surfaces has been
shown to clearly depend on m, the experimental depen-
dence of the growth of the instability on m is more com-
plex. In the PS10-PS100 system (m < mc < 1), the
roughness of the PS10 film is greater than that of the
PS100 film(Fig. 12b). As the PS10 film has a higher
mobility compared to PS100, this agrees with the simu-
lation results in the linear and nonlinear phase. For the
PMMA10-PS150 system (1 > m > mc) the roughness of
the PMMA10 film is approximately equal to the PS150
film during the early stage and greater during the late
stage (Fig. 12c). This also agrees qualitatively with our
theoretical prediction and simulation. Agreement in both
cases however, occurs irrespective of whether the insta-
bilities develop Type I (with 1 > m > mc) or Type II
(with m < mc < 1) behaviour.
Remarkably, the roughness ratio changes across the
sample, i.e. during the time evolution of the PS100-PS100
and the PS100-PMMA100 systems. Depending on the
spatial position on the sample (i.e. the phase of evolution)
the higher mobility PS100 films, either have a smaller or
larger roughness than the layer of lower mobility (the 163
nm PS100 film in Fig. 12a and the 124 nm PMMA100
film in Fig. 12d). Translating the spatial change across
the sample into a time sequence implies that in both cases
it is the film of higher mobility that has the larger rough-
ness during the early stage of the time evolution whereas
the opposite is true at later stages. The early time be-
haviour is in qualitative agreement with the linear anal-
ysis and time simulations, but the late time behaviour
does not agree with the model (see for example, Fig. 11b
and Fig. S3d42). The time simulations never show such
a crossover in the roughness ratio between early (linear)
and late (nonlinear) stages. Crossover also occurs regard-
less of whether Type I or Type II behaviour is exhibited.
A common factor in the remarkable change in the evo-
lution of the roughness, is that in both cases it is the
thinner film which evolves to become the roughest, al-
though it has the lower mobility. Indeed, also for the sys-
tems which are in qualitative agreement with theoretical
prediction, namely the PS10-PS100 and PMMA10-PS150
pairings, the thinner film is the roughest. However, there
it has the higher mobility. In summary, it appears that
the instability growth in the thinner film can accelerate
at later times beyond the growth rate in the thicker film.
This implies that the absolute film thickness matters be-
yond its role in the mobility ratio m. Possible reasons
are discussed below in section 5.
5 Discussion and Conclusions
We have studied the structuring process of thin liquid
polymer films under the destabilizing influence of a dc
electric field in a polymer-air-polymer configuration using
theoretical and experimental approaches. Unlike other
systems containing multilayer thin polymer films, this
configuration exhibits only a mirror mode of the surface
instability, whereas the zig-zag mode is always damped,
which is also in agreement with the theoretical work of
Srivastava et al.34. This is related to the fact that the
two layers are only coupled energetically but not mechan-
ically.
The topographies of the film surfaces can be tuned by
varying the mobility ratio m = η1h
3
2/η2h
3
1 which in our
experiments is dominated by the ratio of the bulk vis-
cosities. Depending onm, we have identified two different
types of resulting surface topographies. Type I behaviour
is found for values of m in the range mc ≤ m ≤ 1/mc,
with mc between 0.03 and 0.1, where both films show
labyrinthine patterns from which drop-shaped patterns
evolve simultaneously. Type II behaviour is found at val-
ues of m outside this range (here primarily due to large
differences in the bulk viscosities) where the less viscous
film exhibits a labyrinthine pattern with the more viscous
film displaying isolated drop-like features surrounded by
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Fig. 12 The average roughness [Eq. (1)] of the polymer films as a function of the position measured across the sample
corresponding to different d-spacings in the capacitor wedge geometry. Each point represents the roughness of a square area
with side dimensions of, respectively, 25 µm (PS100-PS100), 35 µm (PS10-PS100), 35 µm (PMMA10-PS150) and 33.33 µm
(PS100-PMMA100). The center of each area is taken as its position. All lines are guides to the eye. The roughness in (d) was
measured in two separated regions and the position axis is broken to reflect this.
smaller secondary structures (satellite drops or a small
circular rim).
A linear analysis of the employed long-wave model
for the coupled evolution of the two film surfaces cor-
rectly predicts the occurrence of the mirror mode of the
instability in the linear regime, its wavelength, growth
rate and the amplitude ratio of the features in the two
films. The nonlinear behaviour of the experimentally
studied systems was theoretically investigated through
time simulations of the nonlinear system of equations.
They predict well the surface topography in the linear
and nonlinear phase of evolution when m is in the range
mc ≤ m ≤ 1/mc (i.e. for similar film mobilities). The
model is, however, unable to describe the topography
that experimental systems show for small mobility ratios
(i.e. Type II behaviour). Some experiments,irrespective
of whether they exhibit Type I or Type II behaviour,
show a subsequent crossover (in the nonlinear phase of
evolution) where the film of lower mobility but also lower
thickness develops the larger roughness. The time simu-
lations of these cases do not show such a crossover in the
roughness ratio between the early (linear) and the late
(nonlinear) phases. In the theoretical work of Srivastava
et al.34 on a similar system, neither Type II nor crossover
behaviours were reported. The topography and crossover
results are summarised in Table 1.
An important assumption of the theoretical model is
the validity of the long-wave approximation, which re-
quires that the ratio of vertical and horizontal length
scales is small everywhere, i.e. that surface slopes are
small. To test whether this condition is met in all ex-
periments at all stages, we have measured the slopes of
the evolving peaks ∇hi in each film at positions that cor-
respond to early and late stage pattern development (Re-
gions I and II in Fig. 3 respectively). During the early
stage of pattern formation the slopes are ∇hi ≈ 10−2,
fulfilling the condition for the long-wave approximation.
During the later stages ∇hi ≈ 10−1 is one order of mag-
nitude higher. The slopes are however still sufficiently
small for the long-wave approximation to remain valid.
Therefore, a breakdown of this approximation is an un-
likely explanation for the qualitative discrepancies found
between experiment and theory.
A consequence of the long-wave approximation is that
the electric field only depends on the local distance be-
tween the two films but neither on the local slopes nor
curvature of the surfaces. However, once the peak struc-
tures become sharper and ∇hi increases beyond ≈ 10−1,
curvature effects might become visible. A strongly curved
charged surface gives rise to a contribution in the electric
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Experiment name h1 h2 m α σ η Topography Growth
(nm) (nm) Type crossover
PS100-PS100 322 163 0.130 1 1 1 I yes
PS10-PS100 48 74 0.026 1 1 124 II no
PMMA10-PS150 47 83 0.260 1.20 1 21 I no
PS100-PMMA100 170 124 0.012 0.83 1 34 II yes
Table 1 The experimental parameters for the film pairings in Figs. 7 and 8. For each pairing a summary is given of the
topoography evolution type and occurrence of crossover in growth rates.
field which is proportional to the curvature43. Such a lo-
cal enhancement of the electric field can accelerate struc-
ture growth even if the peak height is small. Our model
does not take this into account. The resulting enhanced
pressure at the interface of a more viscous film could ef-
fectively locally extrude perturbations in thin films.
Theoretically we have shown that the linear amplitude
ratio is χ = 0 for the limiting case of m = 0. This implies
that for low m, where Type II behaviour is experimen-
tally observed, the instability of the more mobile film is
predicted to have a significantly greater amplitude than
the less mobile. The observed normal distribution of film
thicknesses of the more mobile PS10 film in the PS10-
PS100 study (Fig. 11c) points to an equal distribution
of heights at peaks and troughs. As seen experimentally,
it is the more mobile film that always has the greater
roughness during the initial stages. These observations
support the view that peaks in the more mobile film im-
pose the pattern upon the less mobile film. Note that this
phenomenon is different from the case of imprinting a pat-
tern via a patterned electrode17,20, where the wavelength
of the induced instability in the polymer film typically
matches that of the pattern. In the polymer-air-polymer
system the instabilities in the two films are always cou-
pled, and the spatial locations of peaks in both films are
mirrored from the onset. The wavelength is determined
solely by the experimental parameters such as the mobil-
ity ratio (via the film thickness and viscosity), dielectric
properties, surface tensions and the applied electric field.
The position of the peaks is not controlled by this inter-
play, but rather the topography of the coupled mode is
altered by varying the mobility ratio of the two layers.
We have noted that a common factor in the remarkable
change in the evolution of the roughness or crossover is
that the thinner film evolves to become the roughest, al-
though it has the lower mobility. This might imply that
the absolute film thicknesses matter beyond their present
role in the mobility ratio m and that also the film viscos-
ity is of larger importance than indicated by m. A possi-
ble explanation that involves both aspects would be that
for very thin films the viscosities ηi themselves depend
on film thickness. If such a dependence were stronger
than h3i , the local effective m would be proportional to
(h1/h2)
ν with ν > 0 i.e. the dependence on film thick-
nesses would be inverted. The resulting dynamics can
strongly differ from the one presented in our simulations
that are obtained based on the assumption that the film
viscosities always correspond to the bulk values, i.e., the
mobility ratio m is a ’global’ one.
The viscosity at the surface of a thin PS polymer
film is thought to be smaller than in the interior of the
film44 and a reduction in thin film viscosity occurs for
both low and high molecular weight PS if film thick-
ness is reduced45,46. Based on a two layer model of
thin film mobility in which the total mobility is the av-
erage of thickness dependent bulk and surface (ms) mo-
bilities45,46, the effective viscosity of the film ηeff should
decrease with thickness h from the bulk viscosity η ac-
cording to ηeff ≃ ηh
3
h3+3ηms
, assuming a thickness of the
surface layer hs ≪ h. Our model makes the assumption
h ≫ hc ≡ (3ηms) 13 where ηeff ∼ η, i.e. it is constant.
However, at thicknesses h < hc, ηeff → h33ms and it is the
mobility of the film that becomes constant. As a result
a shallowing of the mobility is expected mj ∼ hνj , with
νj decreasing from 3 to 0 as hj decreases past hc. The
mobility ratio becomes m =
3ms,2 η2+h
3
2
3ms,1 η1+h31
η1
η2
. The effect of
such a change on instability growth is however unclear
and requires further simulation work. For PS molecular
weights of 2.4 and 212 kg/mol, hc corresponds to 13 nm
45 and 23 nm 46 respectively at a temperature of 440 K,
and a similar scale of 10-20 nm is expected for PS100-
PMMA100. Values of h ∼ 10 nm additionally require the
currently neglected inclusion of Van der Waal interactions
in the model. Future work should therefore explore the
dependence of mobility on film thickness and incorporate
the Van der Waal interactions.
In a related study47 on the long-wave Marangoni in-
stability of heated thin polymer films, evidence for chain
alignment was found, which is caused by the confinement
and thermal conductivity of a thin polymer layer. As
previously observed48, such an alignment increases with
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decreasing molecular weight and decreasing film thickness
and might be able to induce changes in film mobility in
very thin films. This implies the existence of a thresh-
old thickness, below which a change in mobility (most
probably due to a reduction in viscosity) would appear.
The increases in the thinner film mobility might also
be due to higher stresses causing the polymer film to slip.
The shear stress increases at larger instability amplitudes.
If there is a critical stress where the polymer starts to slip,
it would be exceeded in thinner films. Once a film starts
to locally slip, the growth rate would accelerate, leading
to a more rapid drop formation compared to a thicker
film.This could erroneously be interpreted in terms of a
reduction in film viscosity where, in fact, higher stresses
act to increase polymer flow.
Finally, we discuss a further issue that has, to our
knowledge, not yet been studied for two-layer configu-
rations but might be of relevance for the observed to-
pographies. In general, for one-layer thin films, one
distinguishes dewetting via a spinodal surface instabil-
ity and via homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation
(e.g.8,14,49,50). Most authors relate the respective pro-
cesses to linearly unstable and metastable (i.e. linearly
stable but unstable with respect to finite size pertur-
bations) films, respectively. The situation is however
more complex as even within the linearly unstable regime
nucleation can under certain conditions dominate15,50.
The distinction of the processes is difficult and requires
a careful analysis of the evolving topographies. It has
been shown that individual nucleated structures evolve in
parallel with a spontaneous surface instability, resulting
in nucleated holes with satellite holes or rims (depend-
ing on the stage of the evolution) in a background of a
labyrinthine pattern39.
Similar issues have not yet been studied for two- or
multilayer systems where such effects might lead to intri-
cate behaviour depending on the ratio of the amplitudes
of the initial roughness of the films, and properties of ad-
ditional finite size defects. Furthermore, one may spec-
ulate that a layer of larger mobility (and possibly larger
initial roughness) evolves structures of large amplitude
much faster then the other layer. The resulting large am-
plitude structures may then act as finite size defects for
the other layer and effectively trigger an evolution via the
nucleation pathway. Although, we have not seen such a
behaviour in the simulations it might be possible to find it
via an extensive parameter scan, involving, e.g. changes
to the ratio of the initial roughness. This goes beyond
the scope of the present work and should be further in-
vestigated in the future.
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A Linear analysis of general case
The main text presented analytical results for the linear
phase of evolution for the special case when mobility ratio
m and surface tension ratio σ are both equal to one. Here,
we give further results that are valid in the general case
where m and σ can differ from one. The Jacobian matrix
reads
Jk = −H31k2
[
f11 + k
2 f12
mf12 m(f22 + σk
2)
]
with
k2c = − tr(E0) = 2
(
1
ǫ2
− 1
)2
1 + σα2
σ
then
tr(J) = −H31k2
[
(1 +mσ) k2 − mσ + σα
2
1 + σα2
k2c
]
,
det(J) = mσH61k
6
(
k2 − k2c
)
.
The determinant vanishes for the two wavenumbers
k = 0
k = kc,
where kc is the critical wavenumber. This implies the sys-
tem is unstable with respect to modes with wavenumbers
within the unstable band from k = 0 to k − kc.
Defining
△ = tr(J)2 − 4 det(J) (17)
and
A =
1
2σα
[(
σα2 + 1
)
(1−mσ)k
2
k2c
+mσ − σα2
]
(18)
and obtains the eigenvalues β± and the corresponding
eigenvectors ξ± of the Jacobian Jk
β± =
1
2
(
tr(J) ±
√
△
)
=
H31k
4
c
2
f±(m,σ, α,
k
kc
)(19)
χ± = A±
√
A2 +m = g±(m,σ, α,
k
kc
), (20)
respectively, where f± and g± are functions depending
only on m,σ, α, and k/kc. Note that χǫ has the same
sign as ǫ, i.e., there exists always one mirror mode and
one zig-zag mode associated respectively to β+ and β−.
To determine the sign of the growth rates, we consider
the two cases where k > kc and 0 < k < kc.
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• For k > kc, then det(J) > 0 =⇒ △ < tr(J)2 and
then β± has the sign of tr(J) which is negative: thus
β± < 0.
• For k < kc, then det(J) < 0 the eigenvalues have
opposite signs because △ > tr(J)2 then
β+ > 0, β− < 0.
Moreover, the sign of χ+ is positive, and χ− is neg-
ative. Therefore, in the generic case where m and σ
are not necessarily equal to one, the zig-zag mode is
stable and the mirror mode is unstable in the range
[0, kc].
The roughness of film j is the standard deviation of
the film height Rj . Assuming the Fourier mode at kmax
is dominant, the roughness Rj follows
R2j =
∫ 2π/kmax
0
[ξχj exp (βt+ ikmaxx)]
2
dx∫ 2π/kmax
0 dx
Rj =
ξ√
2
χj exp (βt)
⇒ R2
R1
=
χ2 exp (βt)
χ1 exp (βt)
= χmax.
Thus the ratio of the roughnesses of the two films is then
χmax.
B Critical and fastest mode
The dimensional critical wavenumber is
kc =
√
2
ǫ
1/2
0 ǫ
1/2
a |U |
σ
1/2
2
(
σα2 + 1
)1/2(
1− 1
ǫ˜2
) ∣∣∣f˜el∣∣∣3/2
(21)
which does not depend on the viscosity. There is at least
one maximal growth rate βmax = β+(kmax) where the
value kmax (0 < kmax < kc) is obtained by determining
the maximum of the growth rate β+, i.e. by solving
dβ+
dk
= 0. (22)
According to Eq. (19) and Eq. (20), the ratio kmax/kc and
the ratio of roughnesses χ2 exp(βt)χ1 exp(βt) = χmax of the fastest
growing mode kmax only depend on ratios of fluid proper-
ties, i.e. m,σ and α but not on U and d, i.e. the capacitor
properties. Therefore, m,σ and α determine the linear
regime. The other parameters, in particular the capacitor
properties U and d, only scale space and time.
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Fig. S1: (a) Cross section of a PS100 drop structure with two symmetric satellites from the PS10-PS100 experiment.
The satellite height is measured from the flat film surface.
(a)
(b)
Fig. S 2: (a) Cross section of the drop structures in PMMA100 from the PS100-PMMA100 experiment and (b) a
zoom in on this profile emphasizing the rim present around one of the features. The rim height is measured from the
flat film surface.
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Fig. S3: The cumulative distributions of the film thicknesses for experiment and simulation in (a) PMMA10-PS150,
and (c) PS100-PMMA100 systems. The cumulative distributions have been normalized such that their mean is zero
and their standard deviation allows one to directly compare the forms of the distributions. The time dependence
of the roughness of each film as predicted by the 3d model is presented in (b) for PMMA10-PS150, and (d) for
PS100-PMMA100 systems.
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